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Introduction
Minimization of neoclassical transport in the so called 1/  regime is one of the key issues in
stellarator optimization. At present, a number of stellarator devices with such an optimization
are under elaboration and it is of interest to compare the degree of optimization which can be
achieved. For this purpose, fast and convenient methods are desirable. Here, the 1/  transport
is analyzed for two new stellarator devices W7-X [1] and HSX [2] with the use of the new computational method formulated in [3]. Within this method, the neoclassical transport coefficients
are calculated by taking into account all classes of trapped particles. Therefore, the results are
valid for arbitrary magnetic field geometries with intact flux surfaces.
Basic equations and parameters
As shown in [3], the particle flux density,
sented in the form,



, averaged over a magnetic surface, can be pre-
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geodesic curvature of a magnetic field line (
). The characteristic
 features of the
specific magnetic field geometry manifest themselves through the factor  "! , where  "! is the
 

effective ripple modulation amplitude. This factor takes into account the contributions from
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particles trapped within single or multiple magnetic wells to the 1/  transport. The quantity
K
 "! is computed by integration over the magnetic field line length, , over a sufficiently large
interval ¢£¥¤ as well as over the perpendicular adiabatic invariant of trapped particles, i.e., the
j k LU¦¨§n© 
LU¦¯§n©
L

variable . ¬® and ¬ §° are
the minimum and maximum values of within the interval
K6¦ ¬®
K1¦ ¬ §n°
w
of ¢V£±¤ . The quantities
and
in the sum over ² in (2) correspond to the reflecw«ª
w«ª
m
m
tion points of trapped particles. ª The result ª (1) differs from the corresponding formula for the
classical w stellarator model [4] by the replacement of the helical modulation amplitude along
the magnetic field line l³ with the quantity  "! . Therefore, for any magnetic configuration,
the 1/  transport coefficients can be obtained from the appropriate coefficients for the classical
stellarator with the replacement of l³ by  "! .

}

¶µ

Formulas (1)-(2) are applied to study the 1/  transport in the W7-X (
) and in the HSX

7
´
(
) magnetic configurations [1,2] ( is the number of magnetic field periods in the
7device)
c´
7)´
¢ . In this case, only the magnetic field
for the case of negligible plasma pressure, ·
produced by the coil currents is taken into account. The calculations are done in real space
coordinates. For HSX the magnetic field (and its spatial derivatives) are computed from the
Biot-Savart law. The W7-X magnetic field is presented as a superposition of a finite number
(465) of toroidal harmonic functions containing the associated Legendre functions. To find the
decomposition coefficients we used the boundary surface equation given in [5]. Together with
HSX, also the configuration HSX-M with additional mirror coils is considered and compared
to the other results.



Figs. 1 and 2 show cross-sections of magnetic surfaces used for the  "! computations of HSX
and W7-X (standard version [5]). Not shown are the magnetic surfaces for HSX-M which have
approximately the same shape as those for HSX. However, due to the strong stochasticity of the
magnetic field lines near the boundary of the HSX-M configuration (and the magnetic islands
there), the good confinement region for this configuration is somewhat smaller than that for the
HSX configuration. Fig. 3 shows the rotational transform for all considered configurations.

Fig. 1. Magnetic surfaces
for the HSX configuration
(
in the 
coordinate system. For
=/¸=µ the
? starting point
at 
v
¢
(¹  v (with
and
¢ ) the field¸ line is
lost after 66 magnetic field
periods; the starting point at
 v  µ vº corresponds to an
island magnetic surface with
» =10/9.
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Fig. 2.
Magnetic surfaces for the W7-X configuration (standard version).
The outer surface coincides with the boundary
surface [5] used to obtain
the magnetic field decomposition. An island region corresponding to » =1
is seen near the boundary.



Fig. 4. Parameter  "! vs. mean magnetic
surface radius for the HSX (1), HSX-M (2)
and W7-X (3) configurations. For comparison, also the results for the QHS (4) and
the drift-optimized CHS (5) configurations
are shown.

Fig. 3. Rotational transform vs. mean
magnetic surface radius (in units of the big
torus radius) for the HSX (1), HSX-M (2)
and W7-X (3) configurations.

Results



Computational results for  "! are presented in Fig. 4 as functions of the mean magnetic surface
radius expressed in units of the big torus radius or, for HSX, in units of the radius were the
<
magnetic axis is located. For comparison, also the results of previous computations for the
quasi-helically symmetric configuration (QHS) and the drift-optimized version of CHS (see
[3] and [6]) are shown.
It follows from Fig. 4that
 the HSX-M configuration does not possess good symmetry properties and therefore  "! is close to the value of the standard stellarator. In contrast to this
configuration, the results for HSX demonstrate
the excellent quasi-symmetry properties of this

}
for the standard
device. For almost all values of ,  "! is two orders of magnitude less than that





<

, 
stellarator. Only near the boundary,  "! is somewhat higher and reaches  "!
v
v¢
for =0.1016 ( =1.515). This value is approximately two times smaller than that for the

<
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W7-X
With growing ( =0.1032,  =1.517),  "! shows
 configuration.
 a sharp increase up
< <
¾½   , 
»
v¢ for the island magnetic surface with =10/9. The  "! value also increases
to  ¼!

towards the magnetic axis. This can be explained by the discrete character of the HSX coil
}
distribution.



½ 

, 

?



, 

v¢ to  v
v¢ . This is one
For the standard version of W7-X,  "! varies from v  v
order of magnitude less than for the
in agreement with [1]. Note
 standard stellarator being
 that
»
there is no essential increase in  "! for the island surface ( =1) shown in Fig. 2. The  "! values
computed for the low- » and the high- » versions of W7-X
?  (see
,  [5]) ½turn
½  out , to be only slightly
larger than the values for the standard version (up to  º v¢
and 
It
v¢ , respectively).
}
follows from Fig. 4 that the drift-optimized version of CHS
 shows rather good properties
 with
, 


¼!
respect to 1/  transport (see [6]). For this configuration,
reaches
the
value
of
v

v
¢


for =0.171. At the edge, this is comparable with  "! for the standard stellarator. However,
<
within the limits corresponding to the W7-X device, results for the drift-optimized version of
<
CHS do not exceed those for W7-X.


The lowest value of  "! is achieved in the QHS configuration [3] which is a real space realization of the original quasi-helically symmetric stellarator [7].
Summary
Employing a newly developed technique [3] which is based on an integration along magnetic
field lines, the 1/  transport coefficients are studied numerically for various optmized stellarator configurations. The method takes into account all classes of trapped particles and has no
limitation with respect to the number of magnetic wells along field lines. Calculations are done
for various versions of the W7-X configuration [1,5] and for the quasi-helically symmetric stellarator HSX [2]. These results are also compared to results from previous computations for the
quasi-helically symmetric configuration (QHS) and the drift-optimized version of CHS (see [3]
and [6]). The results show that the level of 1/  transport for various versions of W7-X [5] is
by one order of magnitude less than that for the standard stellarator. For HSX this level is even
lower. In a significant range of the mean magnetic surface radius, the 1/  transport reaches
values which are two orders of magnitude less than those for the standard stellarator. However,
also this level is somewhat higher than the corresponding level for the QHS configuration.
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